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• Assessment year 2020-21. • Revised and Enlarged as per Finance Act, 2019. • Strictly in
Accordance with the Latest Syllabus of various Universities for B. Com Classes. Content :1.Income Tax : An Introduction, 2. Important Definitions, 3. Assessment on Agricultural
Income, 4. Exempted Incomes, 5. Residence and Tax Liability, 6. Income from Salaries, 7.
Income from Salaries (Retirement and Retrenchment), 8. Income from House Property, 9.
Depreciation, 10. Profits and Gains of Business or Profession, 11. Capital Gains, 12. Income
from Other Sources, 13. Income Tax Authorities, 14. Clubbing of Income and Aggregation of
Income, 15. Set-off and Carry Forward of Losses, 16. Deductions from Gross Total Income,
17. Assessment of Individuals (Computation of Total Income), 18. Computation of Tax Liability
of Individuals, 19. Deduction of Tax at Source, 20. Procedure of Assessment. • Rebate and
Relief in Tax • GST-Concept, Registration and Taxation Mechanism • Provisions and
Procedure of the Filing the Return of Income and e-Filing of Income Tax and TDS Returns, •
Examination Paper
As populations become increasingly concentrated in urban centres and mega cities, while
demands on transportation continue to grow, the question of how to mitigate the environmental
footprint of these trends is ever more pressing. This comprehensive book demonstrates the
potentially significant role of environmental taxation and other market-based instruments in
meeting these challenges.
Main Highlights of Finance Act, 2021 1. Income Tax–An Introduction , 2. Important Definitions
3. Assessment on Agricultural Income 4. Exempted Incomes 5. Residence and Tax Liability 6.
Income from Salaries 7. Income from Salaries (Retirement and Retrenchment) 8. Income from
House Property 9. Depreciationn 10. Profits and Gains of Business or Profession (Including :
Special Provision for Computing Profits and Gain of Profession on Presumptive Basis) 11.
Capital Gains 12. Income from Other Sources 13. Income Tax Authorities 14. Clubbing of
Income and Aggregation of Income 15. Set-off and Carry Forward of Losses Deductions From
Gross Total Income 17. Assessment of Individuals (Computation of Total Income) 18.
Computation of Tax Liability of Individuals 19. Deduction of Tax at Source 20. Procedure of
Assessment 21. Assessment of Firm and Association of Persons and Computation of Tax
Liability Provisions and Procedure of Filing the Return of Income and e-Filing of Income Tax
and TDS Returns l Supreme Court Leading Cases l GST–Concept, Registration and Taxation
Mechanism l Rebate and Relief in Tax l Examination Papers
TaxationPolicy and PracticeThe economics of taxation : principles, policy and
practiceEconomics of Taxation (James &
The Law and Practice of Trademark Transactions is a comprehensive analysis of the law
governing trademark transactions in a variety of legal and business contexts, and from a range
of jurisdictional and cross-border perspectives. After mapping out the international legal
framework applicable to trademark transactions, the book provides an analysis of important
strategic considerations, including: tax strategies; valuation; portfolio splitting; registration of
security interests; choice-of-law clauses; trademark coexistence agreements, and dispute
resolution mechanisms. Key features include: • A comprehensive overview of legal and policyrelated issues • A blend of approaches underpinning strategic considerations with analytical
rigour • Regional coverage of the key characteristics of trademark transactions in a range of
jurisdictions • Authorship from renowned trademark experts Practitioners advising trademark
owners, including trademark attorneys, will find this book to be an invaluable resource for their
practice, particularly where cross-border issues arise. It will also be a key reference point for
scholars working in the field.
This paper discusses the role of, and provides practical country-level guidance on, fiscal
policies for implementing climate strategies using a unique and transparent tool laying out
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trade-offs among policy options.
Social media are now widely used for political protests, campaigns, and communication in
developed and developing nations, but available research has not yet paid sufficient attention
to experiences beyond the US and UK. This collection tackles this imbalance head-on,
compiling cutting-edge research across six continents to provide a comprehensive, global, upto-date review of recent political uses of social media. Drawing together empirical analyses of
the use of social media by political movements and in national and regional elections and
referenda, The Routledge Companion to Social Media and Politics presents studies ranging
from Anonymous and the Arab Spring to the Greek Aganaktismenoi, and from South Korean
presidential elections to the Scottish independence referendum. The book is framed by a
selection of keystone theoretical contributions, evaluating and updating existing frameworks for
the social media age.
Land Tax in Australia demonstrates how land tax operates and is administered across State
and local governments in Australia. International expert Vincent Mangioni reviews the current
status and emerging trends in these taxes in Australia and compares them with the UK, USA,
Canada, Denmark and New Zealand. Using substantial original research, the author sets out
what Australia must do through practice and policy to reform and bring this tax into the 21st
Century. The need for fiscal reform and strengthening the finances of Australia’s sub-national
government is long overdue. These reforms aim to minimise the taxpayer revolts encountered
in previous attempts at land tax reform, while improving tax effort in line with other advanced
OECD countries. This book provides an essential resource for all property professionals
working in development, valuation, law, investment, as well as accountants, tax economists
and government administrators. It is highly recommended for students on property, taxation,
legal and social science courses.

Modernizing China: Investing in Soft Infastructure
This publication is a survey by the IMF staff, published twice a year, in the spring
and fall, as part of the IMF’s World Economic and Financial Surveys. The current
issue analyzes the latest public finance developments, updates medium-term
fiscal projections, and assesses policies aimed at placing public finances on a
sustainable footing. An analytical chapter employs extensive firm-level data sets
as well as new sources of data on tax policy and tax administration for advanced
economies, emerging market economies, and low-income developing countries
to assess the extent of resource misallocation within countries, focusing on how
the design of the tax system may affect resource allocation.
This timely book brings clarity to the debate on the new legal phenomenon of
environmental border tax adjustments. It will help form a better understanding of
the role and limits these taxes have on environmental policies in combating
global environmental challenges, such as climate change.
1. Income Tax : An Introduction, 2. Important Definitions, 3. Assessment on
Agricultural Income, 4. Exempted Incomes, 5. Residence and Tax Liability, 6.
Income from Salaries, 7. Income from Salaries (Retirement and Retrenchment),
8. Income from House Property, 9. Depreciation, 10 . Profits and Gains of
Business or Profession, 11. Capital Gains, 12. Income from Other Sources, 13.
Income Tax Authorities, 14. Clubbing of Income and Aggregation of Income, 15.
Set-off and Carry Forward of Losses, 16. Deductions from Gross Total Income,
17. Assessment of Individuals (Computation of Total Income), 18. Computation of
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Tax Liability of Individuals, 19. Deduction of Tax at Source, 20. Procedure of
Assessment, 21. Penalties, Offences and Prosecutions, 22. Appeal and Revision,
23. Tax-Planning, 24. Recovery and Refund of Tax, 25. Advance Payment of
Tax. Provisions and Procedure of the Filing the Return of Income and e-Filing of
Income Tax and TDS Returns, Rebate and Relief in Tax Examination Papers
SYLLABUS Unit-I : General Introduction of Indian Income Tax Act, 1961, Basic
Concepts : Income, Agriculture Income, Casual Income, Previous Year,
Assessment Year, Gross Total Income, Total Income, Person Assessee,
Residetial Status and Tax Liability, Exempted Income Unit-II : Income from
salary, Income from house property. Unit-III : Income from Business and
Profession, Capital Gains, Income from other sources. Unit-IV : Set off and Carry
forward of Losses, Deductions from Gross total Income, Clubbing of Income,
Computation of Total Income and Tax Liability of an individual. Unit-V :
Assessment Procedure, Tax deducted at source, Advance Payment of Tax,
Income Tax Authorities, Appeal, Revision and Penalties.
For over 30 years this textbook has been the leader in its field. Now updated
annually, the 2013/2014 edition of this book continues to provide a clear and
authoritative introduction to the economic theory of taxation and to its practical
operations in the UK. Part 1 of the text examines the principles of taxation, whilst
Part 2 gives a broad-based description and evaluation of the policy and practice
of the UK's tax system, highlighting international comparisons.
Main Highlights of Finance Act, 2020 1. Income Tax–An Introduction , 2.
Important Definitions 3. Assessment on Agricultural Income 4. Exempted
Incomes 5. Residence and Tax Liability 6. Income from Salaries 7. Income from
Salaries (Retirement and Retrenchment) 8. Income from House Property 9.
Depreciationn 10. Profits and Gains of Business or Profession (Including :
Special Provision for Computing Profits and Gain of Profession on Presumptive
Basis) 11. Capital Gains 12. Income from Other Sources 13. Income Tax
Authorities 14. Clubbing of Income and Aggregation of Income 15. Set-off and
Carry Forward of Losses Deductions From Gross Total Income 17. Assessment
of Individuals (Computation of Total Income) 18. Computation of Tax Liability of
Individuals 19. Deduction of Tax at Source 20. Procedure of Assessment 21.
Assessment of Firm and Association of Persons and Computation of Tax Liability
Provisions and Procedure of Filing the Return of Income and e-Filing of Income
Tax and TDS Returns l Supreme Court Leading Cases l GST–Concept,
Registration and Taxation Mechanism l Rebate and Relief in Tax | Examination
Papers
"Debates about the optimal structure for tax policies and tax rates hardly cease
among public, policy, or academic audiences. These have only grown more
heated in the United States as the gap between incomes of the wealthiest 1
percent and the rest of the population continue to diverge. Tax research perhaps
has not fully kept pace with the relentless demand of various interests to adjust
tax policy. Nonetheless, specialists in the economics of tax policy in recent years
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have profited from advances in economic theory, econometric measurements,
and data quality and access that are beginning to allow a greater consensus on
what are the real effects of tax policy and how government levies affect
individuals and businesses. The volume edited by Professors Auerbach and
Smetters represents an attempt to reduce the lag between the conduct of
research on tax issues and its transmission to a broader public. The contributions
would explore highly topical issues such as the effects of income tax changes on
economic growth, the potential effects of capping certain tax expenditures, the
economics of adjusted business tax policy, and environmental tax options. Other
essays would investigate perennially important themes such as the conduct of
tax administration, the growing role of the tax system on education policy, tax
policy toward low-income families, capital gains and estate taxation, and tax
policy for retirement savings. A final paper would examine three different options
for fundamental tax reform"-The Government proposes introducing legislative tests to determine if an Limited
Liability Partnership member is an employee or truly a partner. Failing these tests
would make the member liable for income tax and National Insurance
Contributions (NIC) as an employee and the LLP would pay employer NICs.
Nearly all the evidence received by the Committee was that the legislative tests
failed to achieve the policy objective. Many suggested that existing case law
could be used instead. A delay in implementation until April 2015 would allow for
further consultation to target the legislation better and for businesses to adapt to
the changes. The Committee also raised concerns that the proposed changes to
tax arrangements for LLPs would apply only to UK registered LLPs and not those
conducting business here but formed outside the UK. The Committee is content
in principle with proposed measures to counter shifting of profit to corporate
members of partnerships to minimise tax liability and highlights the extent of this
practice in the Alternative Investment Fund Management (AIFM) Sector. But the
Committee wants to see the legislation drafted more precisely. And it is
concerned that the Government's revised estimates of the tax yield from these
measures, and particularly the additional £1.92bn in 2015-2019 from the AIFM
sector, show that the Government's original estimates of tax yield were very wide
of the mark.
Despite the improvement in the public finances, this year's Autumn statement is fiscally
neutral and locks in lower spending by reducing departmental budgets for 2014-15 and
2015-16 by 1.1% but excluding local government, Security & Intelligence Agencies and
HMRC. The Government will: cap the Retail Prices Index in business rates to 2% in
2014-15 and extend the doubling of Small Business Rate Relief to April 2014; will
provide a business rate discount of £1,000 in 2014-15 and 2014-16 for retail properties
with a rateable value of up to £50,000 and a 50% discount from business rates for new
occupants of previously empty retail premises for 18 months; abolish National
Insurance Contributions for under 21 year olds on earnings up £813 per week; remove
cap on higher education student numbers; announce further reforms to make the most
of the UK's science base; introduce a new tax relief for shale gas, and increase support
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for employee ownership and the creative industries; improve the UK's infrastructure
with the National Infrastructure Plan 2013; and take further action to increase housing
supply and support home ownership. Fuel prices will be frozen and the impact of
policies on energy bills will be reduced. The average increase in rail fares will capped.
Married couples & civil partners will be allowed to transfer £1,000 of their income tax
personal allowance to their spouse where neither is a higher rate taxpayer.
This book covers a broad range of the most challenging topics in US international
taxation laws before breaking into separate discussions of the issues related to both
inbound and outbound taxes. Real examples and selected seminal cases are analysed
at the end of each chapter to simplify even the most abstract tax provisions.
Practitioners, academics, and advanced students specializing in specific areas of
international finance will welcome this comprehensive overview of the US tax system's
international laws.
This conference promises to be both informative and stimulating with a wonderful
program. Delegates will have a wide range of sessions to choose from and will have a
difficult to choose which session to attend. The program consists of invited session,
technical workshop and discussions covering a wide range of topics in social science
including communication, culture, economics, education, finance, law, management,
politics, psychology and society. This rich program provides all attendees with the
opportunities to meet and interact with one another. We hope that your experience with
SSEP2014 is a fruitful and long lasting one.
Analysis of notion, roots und measures of treaty abuse The OECD initiative on Base
Erosion and Profit Shifting has put the issue of treaty abuse and the means to counter it
on top of the global political agenda. Preventing treaty abuse is therefore currently one
of the most debated topics in international tax law. Diverging national legal traditions in
combatting abuse both under domestic and tax treaty law have led to a globally
diversified legal framework in this respect and make the OECD’s agenda to harmonize
these attempts even more challenging. The aim of this book is to analyze the notion of
treaty abuse, its historical roots and the measures to counter it. The book’s topics
cover a wide range of both policy and legal issues. The contributions’ main focus lies
onanalyzing the proposals put forward by the OECD in BEPS action items 6 and 7. In
addition, this book analyzes the lessons which can be learnt from the US tax treaty
policy and elaborates on the effects the intensified fight against treaty abuse will have
from a Non-OECD member state perspective. Also EU law is taken into account and
the question raised which impact the fundamental freedoms might have on the
development of new anti-avoidance rules. Finally the relation between domestic and
treaty based anti-avoidance is analyzed in great detail, identifying the methodical
problems of ensuring a sound and abuse safe legal framework. With this book, the
authors and editors hope to contribute to the discussion on selected issues of
preventing treaty abuse and the challenges they present to policy makers, judges, tax
administrations and tax advisers.
This book draws on experiences in developing countries to bridge the gap between the
conventional textbook treatment of fiscal decentralization and the actual practice of
subnational government finance. The extensive literature about the theory and practice
is surveyed and longstanding problems and new questions are addressed. It focuses
on the key choices that must be made in decentralizing, on how economic and political
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factors shape the choices that countries make, and on how, by paying more attention to
the need for a more comprehensive approach and the critical connections between
different components of decentralization reform, everyone involved might get more for
their money.
Financing Public Schools moves beyond the basics of financing public elementary and
secondary education to explore the historical, philosophical, and legal underpinnings of
a viable public school system. Coverage includes the operational aspects of school
finance, including issues regarding teacher salaries and pensions, budgeting for
instructional programs, school transportation, and risk management. Diving deeper than
other school finance books, the authors explore the political framework within which
schools must function, discuss the privatization of education and its effects on public
schools, offer perspectives regarding education as an investment in human capital, and
expertly explain complex financial and economic issues. This comprehensive text
provides the tools to apply the many and varied fiscal concepts and practices that are
essential for aspiring public school administrators who aim to provide responsible
stewardship for their students. Special Features: "Definitional Boxes" and "Key Terms"
throughout chapters enhance understanding of difficult concepts. Coverage of legal,
political, and historical issues provides a broader context and more complex
understanding of school finance. Offers in-depth exploration of business management
of financial resources, including fiscal accounting, school facilities, school
transportation, financing with debt, and the nuances of school budgeting techniques.
This 2017 Article IV Consultation highlights Romania’s strong economic growth in
2016, resulting in a closed output gap. Private consumption was boosted by an
expansionary and procyclical fiscal policy and wage increases. The cyclically adjusted
budget deficit grew by 1.5 percent of GDP in 2016, reflecting large tax rate cuts and
wage increases. Headline inflation remained subdued owing to indirect tax cuts,
administrative price adjustments, and low euro area inflation and oil prices. There has
been welcome progress in reducing banking sector nonperforming loans. Growth is
expected to reach 4.2 percent in 2017 and to moderate to 3.5 percent in the medium
term.
Tax simplification - An African Perspective Edited by Chris Evans, Riël Franzsen,
Elizabeth (Lilla) Stack 2019 ISBN: 978-1-920538-96-5 Pages: 347 Print version:
Available Electronic version: Free PDF available About the publication Why are tax
systems so complex and what are the causes and consequences of such complexity?
The simplification of tax systems is one of the most important issues faced today in
worldwide efforts to modernise and strengthen government finance and revenue raising
capacities. Nowhere is it more important than throughout the rapidly emerging
economies of the dynamic African region. This volume brings together contributions in
this field from a conference held in South Africa in October 2018 and provides a unique
synthesis of knowledge and understanding gained from the specialist expertise and
diverse backgrounds brought to the tax simplification debate by those authors.
Featured topics include: Taxpayers’ rights to simplicity The African experience of tax
simplification Simplification trends among small and medium sized entities Pension tax
simplification Sources of complexity in value added taxation Simplification of recurrent
property taxes Complexity and approaches to international taxation Complexity and
taxation of multinational enterprises Lessons from overseas. The analysis of these
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topics includes timely and relevant perspectives from the experience in other
jurisdictions including Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the
United States. The volume will be an essential reference for researchers and others
interested in the field from academia, government, legal and accounting practice and
public policy organisations in African and other countries worldwide.Table of Contents
Preface Foreword – Tax Simplification in the United Kingdom: Some Personal
Reflections John Whiting Contributors Introduction Elizabeth (Lilla) Stack, Chris Evans
and Riël Franzsen Tax Complexity and Tax Simplification: A Critical Review of
Concepts and Issues Binh Tran-Nam, Annet Wanyana Oguttu and Kyle Mandy The
Taxpayers’ Right to Tax Simplicity in South Africa and the United States Carika Fritz
and Nina E Olson The Role of the Office of Tax Simplification in the United Kingdom
and Lessons for Other Countries Yige Zu and Lynne Oats An Analysis of the Tax
Simplification Initiatives for Pension Provision in the United Kingdom and South Africa
Bernadene de Clercq, Andy Lymer and Chris Axelson Simplification Lessons from New
Zealand Adrian Sawyer, Marina Bornman and Greg Smith Legal Uncertainty in the
South African VAT Marius van Oordt and Richard Krever Simplifying Recurrent
Property Taxes in Africa Riël Franzsen, Abdallah Ali-Nakyea and Adams Tommy
Statutory and Effective Complexity for Individual Taxpayers in South Africa Sharon
Smulders, Karen Stark and Deborah Tickle Small and Micro Businesses: Case Studies
on the Complexity of ‘Simplified’ Schemes Heinrich Dixon, Judith Freedman and
Wollela Abehodie Yesegat Tax Complexity for Multinational Corporations in South
Africa – Evidence from a Global Survey Thomas Hoppe, Reyhaneh Safaei, Amanda
Singleton and Caren Sureth-Sloane International Tax Simplification in South Africa
through Managing Substantive Complexity and Improving Drafting Efficiency Jinyan Li
and Teresa Pidduck Bibliography Index

The Paris Agreement’s key objective is the strengthening of the global response
to climate change by transitioning the world to an increasingly green economy. In
this book, environmental tax and climate law experts examine carbon taxes
energy subsidies, and support schemes for carbon and energy policies. Chapters
reflect on the underlying policy dynamics and the constraints of various fiscal
measures, and consider the harmonisation of smart instrument mixes.
A guide to the latest theoretical developments in macroprudential policy, the
newest tool in central banking policymaking circles.
WIDE COVERAGE: The book covers the major areas of Hong Kong
taxation—Property Tax, Salaries Tax, Profits Tax, Personal Assessment and
Stamp Duty. It explains the principles and practice of taxation law with relevant
tax cases, Board of Review decisions and contains numerous practical
examples. The current edition includes the 2014–15 budget changes and the
latest developments in taxation. DISTINGUISHED AUTHORSHIP: Originally
written by David Flux, the book is updated annually by experienced tax
professionals of KPMG, an international network of member firms offering audit,
tax and advisory services. CONCISENESS: The text is written in a clear and
concise manner. Technical jargon is kept to a minimum. QUICK AND EASY
REFERENCE: Court cases, Board of Review decisions and relevant sections of
the Inland Revenue Ordinance, Inland Revenue Rule and Stamp Duty Ordinance
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are indexed for quick and easy reference.
1.Income Tax : An Introduction, 2. Important Definitions, 3. Assessment on
Agricultural Income, 4. Exempted Incomes, 5. Residence and Tax Liability, 6.
Income from Salaries, 7. Income from Salaries (Retirement and Retrenchment),
8. Income from House Property, 9. Depreciation, 10. Profits and Gains of
Business or Profession, 11. Capital Gains, 12. Income from Other Sources, 13.
Income Tax Authorities, 14. Clubbing of Income and Aggregation of Income, 15.
Set-off and Carry Forward of Losses, 16. Deductions from Gross Total Income,
17. Assessment of Individuals (Computation of Total Income), 18. Computation of
Tax Liability of Individuals, 19. Deduction of Tax at Source, 20. Procedure of
Assessment. Rebate and Reief in Tax Provisions and Procedure of Filing the
Return of Income and e-Filing of Income Tax and TDS Returns GSt- Concept,
Registration and taxation Mechanism.
The provision of international services has increased enormously, mainly due to
the precipitous growth of the digital economy. Accordingly, the interpretation and
application of double taxation conventions (DTCs) to income from services has
become a dominant focus in the international taxation. This multiple-awardwinning book is an indispensable tool for practitioners and a major contribution to
the debate about tax reform. It responds to the need for a comprehensive
overview of the tax opportunities and risks relating to the provision of
international services. It also offers the rst in-depth analysis of the taxation of
income from services vis-à-vis the multilateral instrument (MLI) resulting from the
OECD’s Base Erosion and Pro t Shifting (BEPS) initiative. With the thorough
analysis of the international taxation of income from services over the last two
centuries, the author sheds new light on present tax policy debates and develops
workable proposals for bringing brick-and-mortar DTCs into the digital reality.
With an abundance of case studies, treaty interpretations, appraisals of policy
discussions, and practical solutions, the author examines every aspect of the
subject, including the following: – the Model DTCs of the OECD, the United
Nations, Germany, and the United States, their similarities and differences; –
relationships among the MLI, the Model DTCs, and speci c DTCs; – development
of the provisions dealing with services in the DTCs; – how tax authorities and
courts of different countries (e.g., the United States, Germany, Brazil, India, and
China) apply DTC provisions on the taxation of international services; –
opportunities and risks relating to different business practices, such as the
subcontracting of services provisions, the hiring-out of labour, the secondment of
employees, and the engagement of contract and toll manufacturers; – practical
questions about the taxation of different distribution models – from fully edged
distributors to commissionaires; – challenges and proposals relating to the
differentiation between various types of services under DTCs; – the permanent
establishment concept; – to what extent the structure, purposes, and scope of
DTCs differ from those of the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS); –
how changes in the US Model DTC of 2016 affect international service
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provisions; and – proposed changes to amending the OECD and UN Model
DTCs. Viable proposals to simplify DTC provisions dealing with service income
and align them with current challenges such as the digital economy and the
increasing volume of remote services are offered, particularly in light of the likely
impact of the ‘BEPS package’ and its subsequent MLI. This book is poised to
become one of the key practice resources for tax lawyers, in-house counsel, and
policymakers in the coming years. Interested academics too will bene t from the
author’s skill in recognizing the ongoing role of taxation fundamentals in the
major revolution currently underway.
Understanding cross-border flows of disembodied knowledge, often associated
with intellectual property (IP), is essential to analyzing how modern economies
operate. This paper documents how available data to document these IP flows
are distorted by various factors, including tax planning by multinational
enterprises. It finds that tax-induced mismeasurement could be more than 35%,
and greater for individual countries particularly high-tax-rate countries.
In recent years, it has become apparent that there are very distinct gaps between
developed and developing regions in the world, especially in regards to egovernment systems, infrastructures, and processes. Digital Public
Administration and E-Government in Developing Nations: Policy and Practice
examines e-government from the perspective of developing nations and
addresses issues and concerns of developing systems and processes. This
publication is a valuable and insightful tool for researchers, practitioners,
policymakers, and students in different fields who are interested in information
systems, public policies, politics, and media and communication studies.
This book examines how law functions in a multitude of facets and dimensions.
The contributions shed light on the study of comparative law in legal scholarship,
the relevance of comparative law in legal practice, and the importance of
comparative law in legal education. The book will particularly appeal to those
engaged in the teaching and scholarship of comparative law, and those seeking
to uncover the various significant dimensions of the workings of law. The book is
organised in three parts. Part I addresses scholarship, with contributors
examining comparative legal issues as critique and from a theoretical framework.
Part II outlines practice, with contributors discussing the function of comparative
law in such comparatively diverse areas as international arbitration, environment,
and the rule of law. Part III appraises comparative law in education.
The only text to strike a balance between solid financial theory and practical
applications, Brigham/Ehrhardt’s FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT: THEORY AND
PRACTICE, 15e gives you a thorough understanding of the essential concepts you
need to develop and implement effective financial strategies. The book begins with a
presentation of corporate finance fundamentals before progressing to discussions of
specific techniques used to maximize the value of a firm. It also explores the recent
financial and economic crises and the role of finance in the business world. With its
relevant and engaging presentation, numerous examples, and emphasis on Excel
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usage, this text serves as a complete reference tool for you in your academic or
business career. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The sizeable increase in income inequality experienced in advanced economies and
many parts of the world since the 1990s and the severe consequences of the global
economic and financial crisis have brought distributional issues to the top of the policy
agenda. The challenge for many governments is to address concerns over rising
inequality while simultaneously promoting economic efficiency and more robust
economic growth. The book delves into this discussion by analyzing fiscal policy and its
link with inequality. Fiscal policy is the government’s most powerful tool for addressing
inequality. It affects households ‘consumption directly (through taxes and transfers)
and indirectly (via incentives for work and production and the provision of public goods
and individual services such as education and health). An important message of the
book is that growth and equity are not necessarily at odds; with the appropriate mix of
policy instruments and careful policy design, countries can in many cases achieve
better distributional outcomes and improve economic efficiency. Country studies (on the
Netherlands, China, India, Republic of Congo, and Brazil) demonstrate the diversity of
challenges across countries and their differing capacity to use fiscal policy for
redistribution. The analysis presented in the book builds on and extends work done at
the IMF, and also includes contributions from leading academics.
Thomas Piketty’s Capital in the Twenty-First Century reached the top of most bestseller lists last year shortly after it was released. Nonetheless, few people actually read
the book. Yet reviewers have agreed that the book is important because it touches on
one of the major problems facing the US economy, the UK economy and many
developed nations: rising income and wealth inequality. It also provides an explanation
of the problem and a policy solution: a global wealth tax. This book is intended to do
three things. First, it provides a summary of the argument of Piketty’s book, which
many people have bought and few people have read. Second, it fills in some of the
gaps in the book, by providing readers with the background that is needed to
understand the volume and the argument. This background information discusses
economic data sources, measures of inequality and why income inequality is such an
important issue today. Finally, the work provides a defense of Piketty’s analysis and at
times some criticism of his work. Pressman explains why the problem of rising
inequality is important, where Piketty’s data comes from, and the strengths and
weaknesses of that data. It defends Piketty’s inequality, r>g, as the reason inequality
has risen over the past several decades in many developed nations. Using Piketty’s
own data, this book argues that rising inequality is not just a characteristic of capitalism,
but results from different growth rates for income and wealth, which can occur under
any type of economic system. Understanding Piketty's Capital in the Twenty-First
Century is the ideal introduction to one of the most important books of recent years for
anyone interested in Piketty’s work and the inevitability of inequality.
A typical consumer underestimates the benefits of future energy savings and
underinvests in energy efficiency, relative to a description of the socially optimal level of
energy efficiency. To alleviate this energy-efficiency gap problem, various programs
have been implemented. In recent years, many governments have started providing
consumers with subsidies on the purchases of eco-friendly products such as hybrid
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cars and energy efficient appliances. This book conducts a comprehensive analysis of
the environmental subsidy programs conducted in Japan and examines their impacts
on consumer product selection, consumer product use, and environmental outcome.
The book also proposes recommendations for future environmental and industrial
policies. The book's empirical findings will be of interest to those who are researching
on and policymakers of environmental and industrial policies.
Updated to address recent developments, this evaluation of the international tax order
compares approaches of the OECD, UN, and EU.
Nearly 370 million people in China smoke; about one-third of all smokers in the world
are in China; and about 1.2 million deaths in China are attributable to smoking. The
death toll is expected to reach 2.2 million in 2030 if no smoking intervention programs
are implemented. Taxation on tobacco products is one of the most effective tobacco
control programs. This book addresses not only why China should raise cigarette tax,
but also how to raise the tobacco tax, by providing decision makers with relevant
research findings and quantitative estimate about the impact of raising the tobacco tax.
It documents how these research findings were communicated to the Chinese
government officials, and how, finally, tobacco tax was raised 10 years after China's
ratification of the WHO Frame Work Convention on Tobacco Control Treaty. The
purposes of this book are (1) to inform economists, public health professionals, and
policymakers about the economic consequences of smoking, (2) to provide the
essential economics (particularly related to taxation) and public health information upon
which to build the specifics of the taxation policy that is adopted, (3) to identify barriers,
challenges, and recommendations for the Chinese government, and (4) to describe
how research findings can be disseminated and communicated successfully to Chinese
government policy makers. It is a must read for researchers who are interested in
China's tobacco control efforts and in how to communicating their findings to the policy
makers. It could also be useful for tobacco control professionals, researchers and policy
makers in other countries. Contents:PrefaceList of ContributorsIntroductionEconomic
Costs of Smoking:Economic Costs Attributable to Smoking in China: Update and an
8-year Comparison, 2000–2008 (Lian Yang, Hai-Yen Sung, Zhengzhong Mao, Teh-wei
Hu and Keqin Rao)Secondhand Smoke Exposure at Home in Rural China (Tingting
Yao, Hai-Yen Sung, Zhengzhong Mao, Teh-wei Hu and Wendy Max)The Healthcare
Costs of Secondhand Smoke Exposure in Rural China (Tingting Yao, Hai-Yen Sung,
Zhengzhong Mao, Teh-wei Hu and Wendy Max)Demand for Cigarette
Consumption:Quantity, Quality, and Regional Price Variation of Cigarettes: Demand
Analysis Based on a Household Survey in China (Yuyu Chen and Weibo Xing )The
Effect of Cigarette Prices on Brand-Switching in China: A Longitudinal Analysis of Data
from the ITC China Survey (Justin S White, Jing Li, Teh-wei Hu, Geoffrey T Fong and
Jiang Yuan)The Heterogeneous Effects of Cigarette Prices on Brand Choice in China:
Implications for Tobacco Control Policy (Jing Li, Justin S White, Teh-wei Hu, Geoffrey T
Fong and Jiang Yuan)The Epidemic of Cigarette Gifting: A Social Barrier to Tobacco
Control in China (Xiulan Zhang, Steve Lin and Teh-wei Hu)Tobacco Taxation System
and Its Reform Impact:The Role of Taxation in Tobacco Control and Its Potential
Economic Impact in China (Teh-wei Hu, Zhengzhong Mao, Jian Shi and Wendong
Chen)Recent Tobacco Tax Rate Adjustment and Its Potential Impact on Tobacco
Control in China (Teh-wei Hu, Zhengzhong Mao and Jian Shi)Can Increases in the
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Cigarette Tax Rate be Linked to Cigarette Retail Prices? Solving Mysteries Related to
the Cigarette Pricing Mechanism in China (Song Gao, Rong Zheng and Teh-wei
Hu)The Potential Effects of Tobacco Control in China: Projections from the China
SimSmoke Simulation Model (David Levy, Ricardo L Rodríguez-Buño Teh-wei Hu and
Andrew E Moran)The Consequences of Tobacco Tax on Household Health and
Finances in Rich and Poor Smokers in China: An Extended Cost-Effectiveness Analysis
(Stéphane Verguet, Cindy L Gauvreau, Sujata Mishra, Mary MacLennan, Shane M
Murphy, Elizabeth D Brouwer, Rachel A Nugent, Kun Zhao, Prabhat Jha and Dean T
Jamison)Tobacco Control in China: Barriers, Challenges and Recommendations:WHO
Framework Convention on Tobacco Control in China: Barriers, Challenges and
Recommendations (Teh-wei Hu, Anita H Lee and Zhengzhong Mao)Tobacco Control in
China: From Policy Research to Practice and the Way Forward (Teh-wei Hu and Xiulan
Zhang) Readership: Students, researchers and readers who are interested in learning
more about tobacco control in China and how to effectively communicate research
findings to China's policymakers.
New developments in socio-economics aid in increased productivity of manufacturing.
These advances result in long-term improvement of competitiveness and innovation.
The Handbook of Research on Policies and Practices for Sustainable Economic Growth
and Regional Development is an essential reference publication for the latest scholarly
information on the role of socio-economics in sustainable development initiatives.
Featuring coverage on a variety of topics and perspectives including social economy
innovation, cultural management, and social networking, this publication is ideally
designed for researchers, policy makers, and academicians seeking current research
on different determining factors of social consequences resulting from economic crisis.
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